REMARK ON THE PRECEDING PAPER ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS SATISFIED BY ROOTS OF NATURAL NUMBERS E. G. STRAUS AND 0. TAUSSKY
In the preceding paper [1] it was shown that the polynomials in question are factors of Φ h {x % \n) where Φ Ίι is the cyclotomic polynomial of order h and k, n are positive integers. The case k==2 was settled in [1, Lemma 2] . It will now be shown that this is essentially the only nontrivial case. For a different treatment of a somewhat related question see K. T. Vahlen [2] .
First 
where the polynomials on the right are irreducible.
The proof is based on the following lemma. 
Hence SΞΞΞ£ΞΞΞO (mod Z) so that
But we noted in [ 
